LONGITUDINAL PROJECTION
SHOWING ORE RESERVE ABOVE
HAMM DRIFT

JANUARY 26, 1923
SCALE: 1 INCH = 40 FT
ELMER AND HOGG CONS LTD

COLLAR OF SHAFT

OLD STOPE

PROBABLE ORE
BLOCK B
4440 TONS

ORE RESERVE
BLOCK A

SAMPLE ND WIDTH VALUE/TON REMARKS

2.5 3.360
3.5 3.360
4.0 4.620
5.0 5.000 SPOTTED PULP
5.5 5.120 MOD. HARD ORE
6.0 6.000 HARD ORE
6.25 6.000 GRAB SAMPLE
6.25 6.080 FIX VEIN
0.15 0.080 ORE STRINGER

SUB LEVEL HAMM DRIFT

OLD STOPE CAVED

OLD STOPE CAVED

200 LEVEL
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